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About This Content

The Auto Clicker Pet is a ingame Pet which has the look of a little ice elemental which shoots bullets on the enemey. The bullets
use the actual clicker damage which makes the pet to an auto clicker like function. The pet has 2 different modes in which it

can follow the mouse or folow a specific path automatically on the battlefield.

Differences between ingame and DLC Pet:

Ingame Pet:
- Must be unlocked

- can be leveled
- a small little pet which follows a path on the battlefield

DLC Pet
- Is directly unlocked after purchase

- Has the Speed value of a lvl 5 ingame pet but cannot be leveled (ingame attack pets need a long time to unlock and level up but
can get faster then the DLC pet)

- a bigger pet which can also follow a path or also follow the mouse.
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Everything I've been waiting for all these years.
Ever since Descent 3 stopped being compatible with newer systems, I've been looking to find a game that would follow in its
tracks. Sublevel Zero, a love letter to the Descent franchise as a whole, did a pretty good job at filling that void. But now I'm
excited to see what the original guys behind it all have in store for a fully-fledged revival of the genre.

If I had one major complaint, it's that controlling with the mouse feels absolutely dreadful. Both axises just refuse to work
together, and moving in a diagonal angle is a nightmare. Even Sublevel Zero managed to nail mouse look down to a tee, so I'm
not sure what's going on here. Too much focus on joystick maybe?

Oh, and the FOV really needs to allow a wider angle than that, 72 just isn't nearly enough.

Other than that, amazing job for a prototype.. Wow - what a blast! We dove right in and were just blasting each other and
laughing our heads off. Well done - looks like a developer who keeps building on the content with updates and bug fixes too -
well done sir!. Finished the game in under 30 minutes. Can't really be qualified as a "puzzle" game. Couple of jumpscares (or
try hard at it) but nothing really scary as to call it horror per say.

Do you enjoy walking down a corridor and I mean just the corridor, not like you're gonna explore the rooms or any of
that\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and sometimes stop because there is a locked door and need a password that is
LITERALLY written 4 feet away? This game's for you!

Paid this game 0.60$ and that's like 20$ overpaid. You couldn't even pay me to play this again.. This is an incredibly faithful
port to HD\/Windows of a fun, quirky PS\/2 game from 2004 that is absolutely dripping with Japanese culture.

Works well with Steam controller. I did need to change the stick curves to Aggressive, otherwise my katamari would move
really slow, or my thumbs would be more than halfway off the track pads.

Now I am waiting for all the sequels, starting with We \u2764\ufe0f Katamari (Yes, an emoji in a title from 2005 Thats how
Japanese this series is) which drops the quirky "story" in favor of "more katamari levels".. Breezeblox is a spatial platform
puzzle game where you have to get through each level and onto the red end section without having any part of your orange cube
go off the platform. There are different types of blocks that are introduced to make it more challenging as you make your away
through the 150 levels.

As far as the positives of this game go, I feel like it was challenging and made me think many steps ahead to successfully get
through a section. So based on the description it gave I feel like it delivered on what it promised.

As for the negatives, I have to say that the music and sound effects quickly got annoying and repetitive (they were also
uncomfortably loud compared to anything else I would have open at the time). It's also inconvient that you only have the option
to turn the music or sound effects on or off (no sliders). Beyond that, what really began to frustrate me as the levels progressed
was that if your orange cube went off of the provided platforms it would disintegrate and you would have to start all the way at
the beginning again. It started to feel like it was the I Am Bread of the minimalistic puzzle genre. I feel like it would've been
better if they just made it so you were phyiscally incapable of going off the edge by bouncing you back to the position you were
just in before you flipped over into oblivion.

So overall, I really have mixed feelings when it comes to this game, and if I could give it a neutral rating, I would. Weighing the
positives and negatives, I ultimately decided to give it a cautious recommendation. I think this game is only for the very patient
or those really starved of puzzle games. I finished the game 100% in about 7 hours which is a decent amount of gameplay for
$3, but even then I would maybe consider getting it on a sale because of the negatives I mentioned.. this game is so dead is
deader than my kids who died from measles and polio. This DLC adds tons of colorful skins for all characters, some of
them made reference to different animes, cartoons and characters from different comics.

As fan of the fighting games i love to change the skin \/ costume to my characters, definitely worth the money.
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I thought you'd get to play as the Mongols, but no, you just get to look at their Mongol faces.. Honestíssimo! Merece 99 vidas. I
purchased the DLC and started to use it in the flight and get this error:

0:00:39.149 E\/SYS: +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0:00:39.149 E\/SYS: | There was a problem loading the scenery package:
0:00:39.149 E\/SYS: | Custom Scenery\/John F Kennedy International Airport\/
0:00:39.149 E\/SYS: | The scenery may not look correct.
0:00:39.149 E\/SYS: | Please see the log.txt file for detailed error information.
0:00:39.149 E\/SYS: | (io_dsf.cpp:636)
0:00:39.149 E\/SYS: +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0:00:49.232 E\/SYS: +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0:00:49.232 E\/SYS: | The following scenery package has a problem and will therefore not be loaded:
0:00:49.232 E\/SYS: | Custom Scenery\/John F Kennedy International Airport\/
0:00:49.232 E\/SYS: | It requires an additional library scenery package that is not installed, or it is missing some of its files.
0:00:49.232 E\/SYS: | http:\/\/lookup.x-plane.com\/_lookup_11_\/missing_custom_scenery.html
0:00:49.232 E\/SYS: | (io_dsf.cpp:710)
0:00:49.232 E\/SYS: +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Is this a bug? It's a new release but I find it hard to accept if it totally does let you use this scenery which is what you paid for..
Exploring a world, talking to people, interacting with objects, and acquiring weapons\/magic is exactly what I want to be doing
in VR. Although this game doesn't do it particularly well, at least it's doing it and that gives me some hope for the future. Check
out this quick 25 minute demo and recommend it if you like it: that'll let developers know what we want, and hopefully put
some polish on the barebones ideas like this to make real games.. Feel like the game is a bit unbalanced atm, exploding troops
are pretty overpowered in multiplayer deathmatches. Unless you are able to CC them there is little chance to kill a sapper or a
sneak before they decimate you IMO. Still a lot of potential here even if some concepts and mechanics seem a bit obtuse
initially. Looking forward to the future of what this game has to offer.. I've been following My Summer Car since the start, and
really see a lot of potential. If you devs need ideas, watch the dudesons season 1-5 on youtube that's true finnish country right
there. I think it could bring a lot of creative potential to the game.
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